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Determining whether a disclosure was made in good
faith often came down to whether an employee had
predominantly made the disclosure for an ulterior
motive, for example as a threat or for financial gain.
The good faith requirement, of course, was removed as
a requirement for a valid protected disclosure back in
2013, save that a lack of good faith could result in a
reduction in compensation of up to 25%.

However, the law in relation to victimisation under the
Equality Act 2010, whereby an employee is subjected to
a detriment for raising a concern regarding
discrimination, maintained a requirement that a
disclosure was not made in “bad faith”; surely, the test
for the presence of bad faith, must be the same as the
lack of good faith?

HHJ Eady QC considered this point in the recent case of
Saad v Southampton University Hospitals NHS Trust and
she found that, whilst an ulterior motive might be

relevant, it should not be the Tribunal’s focus.  In
determining whether a disclosure by an employee
amounts to a protected act for the purposes of
victimisation, the core issue is simply did the
employee act honestly when giving the information
which they rely on as the protected act?  If the
employee genuinely believes the information is true,
even if that information turns out to be untrue, then
they will normally be found to have not acted in bad
faith.

Victimisation claims are difficult for employers as they
arise even when an employee has not been
discriminated against but believes that they have.  The
core learning is that, even where an employer believes
an employee is making unfounded allegations, the
allegations must be treated seriously and respectfully
and, importantly, the employee must not be subjected
to any detriment for raising the allegations.
Otherwise, an employer can expect to be on the
receiving end of a very unpleasant Tribunal claim.

IS GOOD REALLY JUST THE OPPOSITE OF BAD?

Back in the days when One Direction were still topping the charts and the idea that they may one day go on a
long hiatus was unthinkable, protected disclosure claims could be defended if it could be shown that the
disclosure had not been made in good faith.
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WHEN EVEN LEGAL ADVICE PRIVILEGE CAN’T SAVE YOU

First things first, a quick lesson in law - legal advice privilege applies to confidential communications between
lawyers and their clients made for the purpose of seeking or giving legal advice. It also covers lawyer to lawyer
communications. The principle of legal advice privilege is based on public policy; the notion that it is in the interests
of the public and the administration of justice for a client to be open and frank with their legal advisors so that
soundly based legal advice can be given without the concern that it could be made public.

However, the protection of legal advice privilege
disappears when there is iniquity, which can be
described as when:

‘a wrongdoer has gone beyond conduct
which merely amounts to a civil wrong; he
has indulged in sharp practice, something of
an underhand nature where the
circumstances required good faith,
something which commercial men would say
was a fraud or which the law treats as
entirely contrary to public policy’.

These principles were considered in the recent case
of X v Y Limited. In this case, the Claimant appealed
against the decision of an Employment Tribunal to
strike out paragraphs of his second ET1 on the
grounds that they referred to an email, and a

conversation in a pub, which were held to be
protected by legal advice privilege.

The Claimant was employed by the Respondent as
a lawyer. In 2011, there were ongoing concerns
regarding the Claimant’s performance. The Claimant
suffered from diabetes and obstructive sleep
apnoea and the Claimant claimed that the
measures taken by the Respondent constituted
disability discrimination and failure to make
reasonable adjustments, which he alleged in his
first ET1 in August 2015, and later in a grievance in
January 2016.

In April 2016, the Respondent began a redundancy
exercise.
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In May 2016, the Claimant alleged that he had
overhead a conversation in a pub between two
professionally dressed woman. One of the women
mentioned dealing with a complaint by a senior lawyer
at the Respondent. The women said that the lawyer
had brought a disability discrimination complaint but
that there was a good opportunity to manage him out
by redundancy as there was a big reorganisation
underway.

In October 2016, the Claimant mysteriously received,
from an anonymous sender, an email in the post. The
email was from April 2016 and was between a lawyer
in the Respondent’s legal department to a solicitor
seconded to the Respondent.

Rather disappointedly for us readers, the full text of
the email isn’t included in the Employment Appeal
Tribunal’s judgment; however, extracts of it are which
include:

‘there is at least a wider reorganisation and
process at play that we could put this into the
context of’ and ‘otherwise we risk impasse and
proceedings with ongoing employment and no
obvious resolution’.

The Respondent terminated the Claimant’s
employment, allegedly by reason of redundancy, in
January 2017.

The key question for the Employment Appeal Tribunal
was whether the Claimant could establish a strong
prima facie case of iniquity which would mean that the
email, and the conversation in the pub, were no
longer deserving of the protection of legal advice
privilege. In other words, did the advice in the email
simply point out the risk of claims if the Claimant were
selected for redundancy or did it go further than this
and advise that the redundancy could be used as a
cloak for dismissing the Claimant, who was
troublesome to the Respondent because of his
continuing allegations of disability discrimination.

The Respondent argued, which the Employment
Tribunal at first instance agreed with, that the email
was simply what lawyers do day in day out (giving legal
advice aimed at avoiding, rather than evading,
possible legal action); however, the Claimant
appealed, arguing that the email constituted advice on
how to hide a pre-determined, and arguably
discriminatory, decision to dismiss the Claimant
behind the cloak of an apparently fair redundancy
exercise.

The Employment Appeal Tribunal agreed with the
Claimant, rather scathingly finding that a strong prima
facie of iniquity had been established in that what was
advised was not only an attempted deception of the
Claimant but also, if persisted in, deception of an
Employment Tribunal in likely and anticipated legal
proceedings. The Employment Appeal Tribunal
therefore concluded that neither the email, nor the
conversation in the pub, were subject to legal advice
privilege and, accordingly, that the paragraphs in the
Claimant’s second ET1 referencing these should not
be struck out.

It remains to be seen whether the EAT’s judgment will
be appealed; however, this case is a stark reminder
for lawyers that legal advice privilege is not a blanket
defence and that, in circumstances of iniquity, the
courts will lift the veil of protection. Rather more
universally, it is also a reminder not to discuss
confidential work matters in the pub over a cocktail as
you never know who may be listening.
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CONSTRUCTIVE KNOWLEDGE OF DISABILITY

Employers cannot be guilty of disability discrimination if they do not know and could not reasonably be
expected to know, that an employee is disabled.

The Court of Appeal carefully considered the issue of
constructive knowledge, that is whether the employer
should have known the employee was disabled, as
opposed to actual knowledge, in the case of Donelien
v Liberata.

In this case, the employer was faced with a difficult
employee who had a lot of absence for a variety of
different reasons; not an uncommon problem and
one that can be very difficult to deal with. The
employer instructed an Occupational Health
specialist who said that the employee was not
disabled; her problems were “managerial not
medical” and that there was no evidence that she was
disabled.

The Claimant was dismissed for poor attendance, not
working her contracted hours and failure to comply
with absence reporting procedures.

The Claimant brought claims of unfair dismissal,
whistleblowing, disability discrimination and
unlawful deduction from wages.

At a Preliminary Hearing an Employment Tribunal
Judge found that the Claimant was, in fact, disabled
in the last two months of her employment.

Subsequently, an Employment Tribunal dismissed
all of the Claimant’s claims.  The Claimant appealed
to the Employment Appeal Tribunal and her appeal
was also dismissed.

The Claimant appealed to the Court of Appeal,
where she represented herself, but her appeal only
related to the question of disability discrimination
and the question of employer knowledge.
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The issue of constructive knowledge, and the
reason for this article, is that the Court of Appeal
had previously addressed the issue in the case of
Gallop v Newport City Council.

In Gallop the facts were that the employer engaged
an Occupational Health consultant who repeatedly
advised, without any explanation or analysis, that
the employee was not disabled. The Court of
Appeal, overturning decisions of the Employment
Tribunal and the Employment Appeal Tribunal
decided that the employer was not entitled to
simply rely on the opinion of Occupational Health
and, despite Occupational Health saying that the
employee was not disabled, the employer had
constructive knowledge that the employee was, in
fact, disabled.

It is important to remember, however, that the
Occupational Health consultant in the Gallop case
made no reference to the legal test for disability,
namely whether Mr Gallop had a physical or mental
impairment which had a substantial and long term
adverse effect on his ability to carry out normal day
to day duties.   As a result, the Court of Appeal
found that the employer had no idea whether
Occupational Health had given any consideration to
the legal test for disability and, as such, the
Occupational Health report was of no assistance to
them: it was effectively worthless.

In the Donelien case the Court of Appeal referred to
the fact that there was some concern, following the
decision in Gallop, as to whether employers in a
case of this kind were entitled to attach weight to
advice from Occupational Health consultants about
whether an employee was suffering from a disability
within the meaning of the Equality Act

Pleasingly, the Court of Appeal made it very clear
that Gallop was not establishing the principle that
employers cannot ever rely on Occupational Health
opinions; it confirmed that employers are entitled
to attach weight to the informed and reasoned
opinion of an Occupational Health consultant, in
which it is clear that the consultant has considered
the legal test.

The employer cannot simply accept Occupational
Health advice blindly and uncritically and, instead,
must, of course, make their own decision as to
whether an employee is disabled; however, when
making this decision, respect can be shown to the
views of an Occupational Health doctor, as long as
those views are demonstrably well thought out.

In practice, Occupational Health will normally be
instructed by the employer to prepare a report,
when an employer does so it will be important to
give very clear instructions to Occupational Health
to answer whether the employee has a physical or
mental impairment and whether that impairment
has a substantial (meaning more than trivial) and
long term (meaning more than 12 months or likely
to be more than 12 months) adverse effect on their
ability to carry out normal day to day activities.   By
answering each of the constituent elements of the
test for disability in turn, Occupational Health will
ensure that they are demonstrating a well-reasoned
decision.

If the Occupational Health report does not address
all the issues and all elements of the legal test,
there must be further correspondence with
Occupational Health to clarify matters before the
report is relied on as part of the reason for
dismissing an employee.
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INNOCENT UNTIL… AN ENHANCED CRIMINAL RECORD CERTIFICATE IS REQUESTED

The disclosure, in an enhanced criminal record certificate, that the appellant had previously been acquitted of rape
was a justified interference with his right to privacy according to the Supreme Court.

An enhanced criminal records certificate (ECRC) is a
comprehensive check issued by the Disclosure and
Barring Service. An ECRC discloses the following
information:

● spent and unspent convictions;

● spent and unspent cautions;

● police reprimands and warnings; and

● any information held by the local police
that the Chief Officer reasonably believes
to be relevant to the role and therefore,
ought to be included in the certificate.

Those who apply for a role working with children
and vulnerable adults will usually be requested to
make an application for an ECRC.

AR, a qualified teacher, who applied for a number of
teaching roles, had two ECRC’s issued: the first in March
2011 and the second in March 2012. Both ECRC’s
contained the fact that AR, when working as a taxi driver
in 2009, was arrested, charged and later acquitted with
the rape of a 17-year-old passenger. This information
had been provided by the Chief Constable of Greater
Manchester Police as he considered it to be relevant to
AR’s job application.

AR made an application for judicial review to challenge
the lawfulness of including the details of his acquittal on
the ECRC’s, arguing that his right to be presumed
innocent, under Article 6.2 ECHR, and his right to
privacy, under Article 8 ECHR, had been infringed.

The High Court rejected AR’s claim for judicial review
holding that his right to be presumed innocent was not
engaged as the disclosure did not suggest that AR
should have been convicted. The High Court did,
however, find that his right to privacy had been
engaged; however, they found that the interference was
proportionate and ‘no more than was necessary to
meet the pressing social need for children and
vulnerable adults to be protected’.



AR appealed to the Court of Appeal in 2016,
however, was unsuccessful.

In 2017, the Supreme Court granted permission to
appeal the point on his right to privacy but declined
to allow permission to appeal in relation to his right
to be presumed innocent.

The Supreme Court held that, whilst they agreed
with AR that his right to privacy had been engaged,
the disclosure was a proportionate interference
with the appellant’s private life due to the job
position he had applied for. Lord Carnwath, in
dismissing the appeal, opined that AR’s charge and
acquittal was ‘in no way a secret. It was a matter of
public record and might have come to a potential
employer’s knowledge from other sources’.
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Ultimately, this decision raises the question as to
whether those who are acquitted of serious crime,
such as sexual offenses, face unfair stigmatisation.
The Supreme Court recognised that there is a
‘danger that the employer would infer that the
disclosure would not have been made unless the
Chief Officer had formed a view of likely guilt’.  The
Supreme Court also raised significant concerns
about the lack of clear guidance on disclosures of
acquittals or information on the effect of the
disclosure from an employer’s perspective. As such,
in the absence of clear guidance, police officers
dealing with ECRC’s should be conscious of the
impact that disclosing an acquittal may have and
carefully consider the relevance of the acquittal
before disclosing it on an ECRC because if they do
not, it is likely that more cases, such as AR’s, will be
heard before the court.

We await to hear whether AR pursues his case to
the European Court of Human Rights.



As is well known, an employee who is invited to a
disciplinary or grievance hearing is entitled to be
accompanied by either a trade union representative
or a work colleague. In addition, if an employee
requests their hearing is postponed to
accommodate their companion’s availability, the
employer is obliged to agree to the postponement
so long as the employee proposes a reasonable
alternative date and time that is within five working
days of the original date.

Seems straight forward enough?  Unfortunately for
Talon Engineering it turns out that it’s not that
simple after all. In the case of Talon Engineering v
Smith UKEAT/0236/17BA, the Claimant worked for
the Respondent since 1994: she was suspended
when the company discovered that she had she

IS COMPLYING WITH THE LAW ENOUGH TO MAKE A REFUSAL TO POSTPONE A
MEETING, REASONABLE?

The Employment Appeal Tribunal determined this month that, even if an employer’s actions are not a breach of a
worker’s right to be accompanied under s.10 Employment Relations Act 1999, a refusal to postpone a disciplinary
hearing because of the unavailability of a workers chosen companion may render a dismissal unfair.

called a colleague a “knobhead” in an email to a key
customer. The disciplinary wheels began to turn
and the Claimant was invited to a hearing which
was postponed because the Claimant was ill and
then on holiday. It was rearranged for ten days
later; however, this time the Claimant asked that it
be postponed because her trade union
representative was unavailable until at least ten
days later. The Respondent refused to agree to the
postponement.  This resulted in something of a
Western-style standoff: the Claimant refusing the
attend the meeting without her companion and the
Respondent threatening to hold the meeting in her
absence.  The Respondent pushed ahead and the
meeting was held in Claimant’s absence; the
allegations were upheld, and the Claimant was
summarily dismissed.
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The Claimant presented her claim of unfair
dismissal to the Employment Tribunal and the
Tribunal agreed that the dismissal was unfair:
although the Respondent established that the
dismissal was for the potentially fair reason of
conduct, the Tribunal held that the dismissal was
procedurally unfair as, having postponed the
disciplinary hearing once, the Respondent acted
unreasonably in refusing to postpone it again. The
Respondent appealed arguing that the Tribunal had
failed to take into consideration s.10 Employment
Relations Act 1999 and the ACAS code which says
that employers can take a decision in the absence
of a worker if they are persistently unavailable,
unwilling to attend or if they are unable to attend
without good cause.

On appeal, the Appeal Tribunal made it clear that
the right to be accompanied contained within s.10
and acting reasonably in respect of unfair dismissal
are distinct and serve different functions.  The
Respondent may have complied with the right to be
accompanied under statute; however, that did not
mean that it had acted reasonably for the purposes
of unfair dismissal.
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Consequently, whilst a breach of the right to be
accompanied will almost certainly render a
dismissal unfair for an eligible employee, simply
complying with the postponement provisions under
section 10 Employment Relations Act 1999 will not
give a free pass to a procedurally fair dismissal.

In our view, employers in future must think carefully
before proceeding to make a decision in an
employee’s absence: has the employee been
persistently unavailable, unwilling to attend or
unable to attend without good cause or is the
failure to attend for good reason and short term?  If
it is the latter, an employer would be well advised to
allow the short postponement.

nash.co.uk
Have you visited our
new website?

With interesting articles
and features, and a fast and
efficient navigation system,
you’re sure to find the
information you need.
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INTERESTING CASES AND LEGISLATION ON THE HORIZON

awaiting Court of Appeal Judgment.

Is an employer liable for the Managing Director's post-Christmas party assault on an employee?

 due to be heard at the Court of Appeal in February 2019

Is the Equality Act worded wide enough to encompass perceived disability discrimination?

due to be heard at the Court of Appeal in April 2019

Is a term-by-term approach required or is a package approach permissible when comparing agency worker basic working

conditions?

due to be heard by Court of Appeal in May 2019.

Is offering enhanced contractual maternity pay, but only statutory shared parental pay indirectly discriminatory?

 due to be heard at Court of Appeal in July 2019

Can an employer rebut a finding of particular disadvantage in an Equality of Terms case by showing that the underlying reason for

the disadvantage was not itself related to sex?

 due to be heard by Court of Appeal in November 2019.

If a worker is wrongly labelled as self-employed, are they entitled to be paid for all the holiday they missed out on?

due to be heard by Court of Appeal in November 2019.

Does the 20-minute break under the Working Time Regulations have to be continuous?

due to be heard by Supreme Court – not yet listed

Is a dismissal automatically unfair if the dismissing officer was unaware of the protected disclosure because he was misled by the

claimant’s line manager (to whom the protected disclosure was made)?
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IMPORTANT LEGISLATION CHANGES AHEAD

Itemised pay statements will be required to contain information regarding the number of hours worked by an
employee for which they are being paid where the employee’s pay varies as a consequence of the time worked.

Employer National Insurance Contributions will be payable on termination payments above £30,000.00

If passed, will entitle those on work experience of more than 4 weeks to receive the minimum wage.

Parental Bereavement Leave and Pay The Parental Bereavement (Leave and Pay) Bill would give qualifying bereaved
parents of children the right to two weeks’ paid leave.

The right to shared parental leave and pay is potentially to be extended to working grandparents, which could be
interesting …
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National Minimum Wage
Workers aged 25 or over (the
National Living Wage): £7.83
per hour
Workers aged 21 to 25: £7.38
per hour
Workers aged 18 to 21:£5.90
per hour
Workers  under 18: £4.20 per
hour

1 3 Sick Pay
Statutory Sick Pay: £92.05
per week

CURRENT RATES AND LIMITS (As at 31st August 2018)

Maternity / Paternity Pay
Statutory Maternity Pay,
Statutory Paternity Pay,
Statutory Adoption Pay And
Statutory Shared Parental
Pay, Maternity Allowance:
£145.18 per week.

2
Taxation: Scotland

5
In Scotland, for the tax year 2018/19:

of 19% applies on

annual earnings above the PAYE threshold

and up to 

of 20% applies on

annual earnings from 

 of 21% on

earnings from 

 of 41% on annual

earnings from 

 of 46% on annual

earnings above 

Taxation: UK (Excl Scotland)

4
In the UK (excluding Scotland), for

the tax year 2018/19:

 of 20% applies on

annual earnings above the PAYE

tax threshold and up to 

 of 40% applies on

annual from 

of 45% applies

on annual earnings above

Week’s Pay

6
Maximum amount of a week's pay

(used for calculating a redundancy

payment or for various awards

including the unfair dismissal

basic award):

Limit on amount of unfair

dismissal compensatory award:

Maximum guaranteed payment

per day: 
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National Insurance

7
The lower earnings limit:

The upper earning limit: 

Auto Enrolment

8
The minimum contribution rates

for defined contribution schemes,

expressed as a percentage of a

jobholder’s qualifying earnings, is

Vento Bands

9
Injury to feeling and psychiatric

injury:

Lower Band of 

Middle Band of 

Upper Band of 

CURRENT RATES AND LIMITS (As at 31st August 2018)

Statutory Minimum Notice

10
Length of
Employment

Notice Required
From Employer

Under 1 month No statutory notice
requirement

1 month to 2 years 1 week

2 years to 12 years 1 week for each
completed year of
service

12 years or more 12 weeks

Statutory or Contractual Notice

There are two types of notice period: statutory and contractual.

Statutory notice is the minimum legal notice that can be given.
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